
The Ultimate Web 

Testing Checklist

Functional Testing

Forms - Do your forms work? Are they available across mobile and 

desktop?

Live URLs - Are your redirect pages working and implemented? Are 

custom 404 error pages set up?

Site Speed - What is your average speed time for desktop and 

mobile? Do return visitors get quicker speed?

Compatibility - Are all popular devices, including older devices and 

global devices localised? 

Images - Do images work on every device and browser? Are they 

formatted to fit different screen sizes?

Stress Testing

Simultaneous Users - Have you simulated HTTP requests generated 

by a high volume of users to see how your site reacts?

Usability Testing

Navigation - Does every user journey work and it is easy to navigate? 

Are there different journeys for different users?

Search - Are the search results accurate and linked to relevant 

pages? 

Security Testing

Confidentiality - Are all privacy settings tested and are third parties 

secure?

Authentication - How does your site verify that your users are who 

they say they are? 

Authorisation - Does your application or website properly limit user 

privileges? Can an attacker take your app or website offline?
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Localisation Testing

Translation - Is your site translated for global users? Are there any 

dialects or special characters that need to be introduced?

Performance - Is your site accessible and functional across a range of 

locations, even remote ones?

Locality - Have you added the right local offices and numbers for 

each location?

Payment - Do you offer a wide range of different payment methods 

and are they well-known and trusted in each location?

Delivery - Does your website or app accept different address formats, 

and are they catered for each location? 

Accessibility Testing

Varied Users - Have you included audio alerts, fonts, visual controls, 

rotated displays or colour coding?
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